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These equations may be satisfied in two ways : firstly, by writing	'   '
dp **        dq9	t •;
secondly, if -— and ~- do not vanish, then	! <
J       dp	dq
da 36    36 da
The latter equation implies a relation of the form
.: i: i!
which does not involve either a or b, but may involve quantities 1 ^ "
multiplying a and b in the expressions for p and q; that is,
quantities depending on x, y, and z. If both the arbitrary con-
stants occur in p and q (which does not always happen) the	J i '|j< ! •:
equation </> = 0 would imply that they are effectively only one, or	, I |j'( <'
that one of them is a function of the other; the equations used
then give the General Integral, with which we are not now
concerned.
We thus return to
l. = o and a-- = 0 :
op	dq
the elimination of p and q between these and ty = 0 will furnish a
relation between so, y, z, which is independent of any arbitrary	:\i
constant.   If this relation satisfy the differential equation, it is the	i; r n
Singular Integral; and when the relation is found by this method	]<'A fi
it is necessary to see whether the differential equation is satisfied.	'' |!|'
The reason that this precaution is necessary is similar to that	*'; I, f
which renders the corresponding precaution necessary in the case	/]^\
of ordinary differential equations; when the surfaces represented	'jfi j
have an envelope, this envelope will be given by the equations	s|*!{
But these same equations will be satisfied by the coordinates of	n^
any pinch-point on one of the surfaces represented by the complete	l||ff)|'j
integral; the locus of these pinch-points, however, is easily seen	jp'/j^
not to be a solution of the equation.    The equations will also be	! ?!
j%'
satisfied by the coordinates of any point P at which two different

